Dear Wonderful, Creative You:

Lately I've been thinking about the importance of finishing things, and it's
relationship to perfectionism. I don't know if this happens to you, but sometimes I
look around and notice I have about 6 or 7 art pieces in process. Or I notice I want to
start another new one, while I'm in the midst of something else. I can have a bit of
shiny object syndrome, or the hard work part feels hard. But mostly, I think it boils
down to perfectionism. I'd like to talk together a bit about why perfectionism is
ruining your art practice.
Perfectionism.
Yup, there it is, rearing its unattainable little head again.

Here's the thing. The intention of doing things perfectly will keep us from even
starting. It's such a defeating way to approach the things that matter to us.

I find perfectionism plays out in other areas of my life besides art, too. For
example, I'm set to go for a long run, or do a hard class at the gym. I think, "Oh man,
there's no way I can do that 100% today! Maybe I shouldn't go; I don't want to let
myself down, or have other people see me not working hard."
If I gave into this way of thinking, would i ever complete my work outs?
Nope. I'd be on my couch, thinking about working out, and feeling bad about myself
because I can't seem to do the thing I supposedly want so badly to do. Does this
sound familiar to what happens with you for art? It does for me!

It's the same with art. Perfectionism is a self-defeating prophecy.

Perfectionism and
Procrastination
A while ago I came
across an article by
Maria Popova at Brain
Pickings about writer
Anne Lamott and how
she feels perfectionism
stunts creativity.
Popova summarizes
Lamott this way: "At the
heart of writing ... lies a capacity for quiet grit and a willingness to decondition the all
too human tendency to get so overwhelmed by the enormity of the journey that we’re
too paralyzed to take the first step." Doesn't THAT sound familiar? I feel paralyzed by
fear in my art making all the time. Do you?
We are paralyzed by:
•

The blank page

•

A good beginning

•

Fear of failure

•

Fear of success

•

Our last "failed" art piece

•

Our last "successful" art piece

•

Someone else's talent

•

Someone else's critiques

All this stopping makes it hard to start.
To overcome the paralysis that accompanies the fear of not being "perfect" or "good
enough," I take direction from another amazing artist and author, SARK. She talks
about making the "micro movements" that lead to creative action - on the first day you
take out the scissors, on the next you clear your table, on the third you buy some
markers, and perhaps on the fourth, you make a dot somewhere on the page.
Somehow breaking things into little steps makes them feel less intimidating. This is the
metaphor at the heart of Lamott's book, Bird by Bird.* She asks us to just show up,
begin, and take things one at a time. I value having permission to show up and create
something, regardless of the outcome. That's when I create freely and can often get
into that state of "flow," where I lose track of time, and the art doesn't need to be
“perfect."

*Aﬃliate link

Perfectionism Takes a Toll on Your Self-Esteem
Perfectionism can lead to some really negative thinking: "You aren't good enough,"
"You don't deserve this," or "This isn't 'art.'" This kind of harsh self-talk is meant to
keep you from taking chances, exploring, growing, and getting started on your next
creative endeavor.
Artist or not, I see so many people in my oﬃce who are dominated by their
perfectionism in many areas of their lives. They feel inadequate at school, in their jobs,

and with their friends. As a result they feel anxious and lonely. I'm inviting you to talk
back to perfectionism, what many artists like to call "the inner critic."

Imperfect Art is Moving
Some of my most "imperfect," inexact, and inaccurate pieces have been the most
meaningful. My job is to show up on the page, the canvas, the sewing machine, or to
my guitar. My job is to be a vessel, and to allow creation to flow through me. It's almost
like a scrubbing for the soul.

If I'm just a conduit, for the art, I'm not responsible for the art product, whether it's
"good" or "bad." When I achieve "flow" in art making, it's a magical adventure. I marvel
at what appears, like any other onlooker, because what is emerging is as much a
surprise to me as it is to the person looking over my shoulder.

Tell Perfectionism to Get Lost!
My challenge to you is to tell perfectionism to take step aside. It doesn't matter what
form your creativity takes - whether you are an artist, writer, dancer, marketing expert,
or cook - you need creativity. Let's not let perfectionism continue its evil dictatorship.
If you can only make art perfectly, or you aren't allowed to make it, then you
aren't allowed to make art. And so you make much less art. The less art you make,
the less your skills improve, the less you develop your unique ideas, the more
discouraged you feel. Do you see how this works?
Finishing you work, even if it’s not as perfect as you’d imagined, can be freeing.
Sometimes to keep going, all I have to do is release myself from the expectation that it
be perfect, and that helps me go back with the intention of finishing. Finishing feels
SO GOOD. And usually, it's much better than I thought it would be, just like my run.
I’m committed to being curious about what each little area might need - not in a
perfectionistic way - but in a playful way, one that makes room for exploration, and
channels the creative energy from the universe.
Creatively Yours, Amy
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